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THE TOP 5 MUST-HAVES FOR HOMEBUYERS
Find out what the top 5 must-haves for homebuyers are when it comes to selling your home.
If you are looking to sell, can you tick a few off the list?

What the survey results show
294 estate agents across the country were recently asked
which single factor they would rate as the most important,
for homebuyers. The study, which was done by Huawei
commissioned research group OMDIA, unearthed some
interesting viewpoints. One of these being the rise in the
importance of a good broadband connection.
It might come as little surprise that ranking number one in
the survey result was ‘Size of Property’, at 23%. Ever since
Covid struck and we’ve endured lockdowns, property size
has been a massive factor for prospective buyers.

Again, this poll shows how much attitudes have changed in
the last couple of years when it comes to homes. And we
imagine this will change again in the next year. The musthaves for homebuyers may well shift to greener solutions.
This could be by way of wanting homes with electric car
charging points, solar panels, or even air pumps.

How this region shapes up for house buyers
When you look at both sets of survey results, it’s easy to
see why our local towns such as Sale, Hale, Timperley and
Altrincham remain so popular.

After that, ‘Broadband Quality’ wasn’t far behind at 20%.
It is also believed that a good broadband connection can
increase the value of your property. Around 37% of the
estate agents questioned believe quality internet access
can add more than £5,000 to the value of your home.

Yes, we always mention the good schools in the regions, as
they help leverage buyer interest and keep prices healthy.
But even for those who do not yet have a family, there are
still many advantages to buying a property within any of
these regions.

Third on the list was the ‘Number of Bedrooms’, which
came in at 18%. Meanwhile ‘Age of Property’ was perceived
as important by 10%. And coming very closely behind that
was ‘Access to Transport’ at 9%.

First off, it’s a worthy investment especially when you
consider many of the properties across our area are a
good size or offer scope for further extension. You are
always close to good transport links too, with either the
tram or train lines nearby. From a broadband perspective,
we don’t fare too bad in this part of the country. Many of
the people who sell properties with us, tell us they have
excellent internet connections. If people are choosy over
the age of a property, this region offers a good selection
from newer estates, to apartments and older properties
with heritage.

It certainly looks like there has been a shift in priorities
with house buyers, which is reflective of the times we live
in.

Living desires for thirty-somethings
Such is the expense of buying a home, it’s fair to say firsttime buyers are likely to fall in the thirty-something age
bracket. A poll carried out for St. Mowlem Homes, reveals
some of the must-have for this group.
Buyers in this age group want somewhere to have a home
office. They also prefer homes with an en-suite bathroom.
Outside, they also look for garden space, so that they can
be sustainable with vegetable growing. In terms of location
for this age group, being closer to a gym ranks higher
than being near a supermarket. There is also a desire to
live close to independent shops such as farm shops or
butchers.
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The fact towns like Altrincham, Sale and Hale offer so
much from a social perspective makes a huge difference,
too. Having independent shops, gyms, bars, markets and
places to eat on your doorstep is a big attraction for
homebuyers. Green spaces are prolific in the region and
quite simply, people love living here.

Around 37% of the estate
agents questioned believe
quality internet access can
add more than £5,000 to
the value of your home.
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ALL ABOUT PROPERTY SURVEYS
While an article about property surveys isn’t overly inspiring, there are still many misconceptions
out there when it comes to surveys. In fact, many first-time buyers don’t even know they should
book a survey when buying a home. This is why we thought it was important to help clear up a
few points and give our advice on everything about property surveys.
Lender Surveys
When you buy a property, your mortgage lender will
generally require a valuation of the property. They need
this to ensure the amount they loan to you is secure and
can be easily recouped if you were to default on any of the
repayments. This is known as a standard valuation report.
You can take this and upgrade it to a homebuyer’s survey
or full structural survey if you wish.
Or you can obtain your own independent property survey
reports.
What do we advise? Our general advice is that you are
best to allow the lender to satisfy their requirements with
their valuation report. From there, you should get your
own choice of surveyor to visit the house to conduct a
further condition report for you.

Why get an independent survey?
As you know, buying a property will most likely be the
biggest single purchase you will ever make in your life. You
want to be as sure as you possibly can that the property
you are buying doesn’t have any hidden surprises. Let’s
face it, you don’t want to unearth problems down the line
and end up paying far more than expected. A property
survey can help bring to light signs of any problems with
the property you hope to buy. Finding potential issues
now can help save you a lot of money in the future.

Choice of Independent Surveys
The surveys you can get for yourself are usually
categorised across three different levels. The difference
between them comes down to variations in time, detail,
and cost. But what is important is that you select the level
of survey which is right for the property you hope to buy.
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Level 1 – Condition Report. This gives a brief overview
of the property and is generally most suitable for new
builds or apartments in shared developments. Such
property surveys would usually only take around half
an hour.
Level 2 – Home Buyers Report. This gives a more
detailed inspection of the property to flag up any
major concerns. It should take anything between one
to two hours. This report is non-intrusive, meaning
the surveyor won’t move furniture or lift floorboards;
they will identify concerns visible from a visual
inspection.
Level 3 – Building Survey/Full Structural Survey. This
report is usually only commissioned on old properties,
those of non-standard construction or those in poor
condition. Here, a surveyor can be at the house for
several hours, and while there will usually look in
the loft and, if possible, lift floor coverings. Such a
report will outline all suspected concerns, advised
maintenance and so forth on the property.

What happens after the survey?

Understanding the property

Once your survey report is received, your surveyor may
advise that further specialist inspections get carried out.
These can include Electrical or Gas Inspections (by a
qualified gas engineer or electrician); a Structural Report
(from a structural engineer); Damp and Timber Report
(specialist in damp issues); etc.

The level of information in a survey can sometimes be
confusing; the surveyor may refer to property terms which
you might have never heard of before. We can help you
make sense of surveys and their terms, but at the same
time, the diagram below is very useful to have to hand. It
comes from the RICS guide to home surveys and helps to
label all the different parts of a house. It might just help
you understand and pinpoint areas on your survey report
better.

We can recommend local companies who conduct all
the necessary inspections. We are also more than happy
to offer advice on booking a survey. Or if you are unsure
about your survey, we can help review the results and
advise on expected costs.

And always remember, if you choose to buy a property without a survey, you are taking a big risk. For a little extra
cost, you can find out exactly what state the property is in with a survey. And we highly recommend you get one!
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WHY HIGH DEMAND FOR HOMES DRIVES RISK
Did you know that when there is a high demand for homes, there is a greater risk of property
sales falling through? Recent reports cite a near return to normal within the property market as
one in three property sales in England and Wales fell through before completion. It sounds bad,
but it’s actually quite normal. We find out why and look at what you can do to prevent this.
The facts behind the numbers
The data, which comes via property sales company Quick
Move Now, shows that in the final three months of 2021,
34% of property sales fell through before they reached
completion. In Q3 of 2021, the figure was as low as 11%. So,
why was it so high at the end of the year? And why did
we all enjoy a period when the number of property sales
falling through were few and far between?
Well, if we go back to the months from July to September,
there was extremely high demand for homes with a
shortage of properties on the market. Although that’s no
different to the market right now, the stamp duty holiday
played a big part. Back then, buyers were trying to push
purchases through so they could capitalise on the stamp
duty holiday. Buyers couldn’t take the risk of property
sales falling through. So, sales sailed through, in record
numbers.

The average is about right
On a national level, the 34% fall-through rate is normal.
This is an indicator that the market is settling down. Last
year, we saw a lot of very high offers, you might go so far
as to say impulsive offers, on properties. It was all done
to secure a property before someone else came along to
snap it up.
The difference is, now people are putting in those high
offers as choice is limited, but they are going away and
thinking about them afterwards. Is the property worth that
price? Is it really the right property for them? What do
living costs look like further down the line?
When you look at the 34% figure, 50% of those sales fell
through because a buyer changed their mind or tried to
renegotiate an offer. The issue of gazumping accounted
for 28% while survey or mortgage issues accounted for
14%.

High demand for homes drives prices
As we all know, it’s the shortage of housing stock which
drives the high demand for homes and, in turn, house
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prices. Until such time as there are enough homes to meet
demand, prices will continue to increase. And in turn, there
will be buyers who might find the reality of buying a home
too expensive. But other factors can change people’s
minds once they have started on the road to buying a
property. Economic and political stability are such factors.
This year especially, with high levels of inflation and
interest rate rises due, we expect a little more caution
around buying.
But let’s face it, the end-of-year figures last year were
nothing as bad as they were back in 2018. At the end
of 2018, the Q4 figures for the fall-through rate were a
whopping 49.8%! However, over the course of the whole
year in 2018, the average was lower, with 30.6% of sales
falling through before completion. The sharp rise at the
end of the year came down to political uncertainty. It just
goes to show how easily the market can change.
2021 has so far undeniably been a sellers’ market and
we expect to see this continue into the Autumn/Winter
months.

Our recommendations to avoid losing a
property sale
When you look at the local market, demand remains as
high as ever. The year has started with gusto. We expect
this to remain the same throughout the year.
When it comes to selling your home, here at Jameson and
Partners, we pride ourselves on being realistic with our
customers. Yes, there is a high demand for homes, but it
doesn’t mean you should over inflate the true value of the
property you are selling. Doing this is a sure-fire way of
seeing a sale collapse further down the line.
We value properties taking everything into consideration.
This might mean your property doesn’t come in at the top
end of the price scale. Many local agents look to impress
sellers with the highest valuation, but it doesn’t always
equate to a guaranteed sale. Being realistic with the price
means you’ll likely get more offers. And the chances of
actually selling your home, which is after all your main
goal, will be higher.

How to become a ‘power buyer’ in 2022
If the past 12 months have taught us anything, it is that
being a buyer you can feel powerless in today’s market.
Many buyers have felt frustrations being outbid and
losing out on their dream homes. With low stock and high
demand, we have noticed that most of our sellers are
choosing to sell to ‘power-buyers’.
We have compiled a list of criteria which vendors are
looking for in a buyer. Whilst we cannot guarantee these
steps will lead to an offer being accepted, it will increase
your chances!
So, how can you become a ‘power buyer’?
If using a mortgage to fund your purchase, get an
agreement in principle
An agreement in principle is a certificate your lender or
mortgage advisor will provide you with in order to show
estate agents that you can obtain a mortgage and follow
through with your offer. Most agents will need to see proof
of this, along with evidence of your deposit.
By obtaining an agreement in principle prior to making
offers, you will save valuable time. This will also give you
the most accurate idea on your affordability.
Many buyers use lenders ‘affordability calculators’ to
test what they can afford; however, these are not always
accurate. Many factors can influence what you are able to
borrow, such as credit score, other loans previously taken,
your employment status and how much deposit you have
saved. These are not consider accurate, and why your
estate agent will not accept these as proof you are able to
obtain a mortgage.

Get a sale agreed on your current home before you buy
If you’re going to be selling your home in order to move,
we would implore you to put your home on the market as
soon as possible. Those selling properties in areas of high
demand, will usually only allow buyers in a ‘proceedable
position’, meaning those who have a sale agreed to view.
The risk the seller otherwise takes is the unknown length
of time it will take you to sell and the unknown length of
the connected chain.
We have found that some buyers are opting to sell their
home first and then move into rented accommodation so
they can take their time looking for their next property
and be ready to move fast when the right home comes up.
Whilst this may not be for all, it gives you the ‘chain free’
title that many sellers look for in a buyer.
Let your estate agent know if you’re a cash buyer
Cash buyers are attractive to sellers for a number of
reasons. Those who don’t need to sell a property in
order to buy will be attractive to vendors as having a
connected chain will inevitably cause unforeseen hold
ups. It also gives a greater risk of the chain falling through,
and therefore a seller at risk of losing their buyer and
connected purchase.
Cash buyers also have the advantage of not being tied to
mortgage lenders. Mortgage valuations can cause minor
hold ups, depending on the level of demand at the time
you purchase. They can down-value the house or even
decide once seeing, they will not lend whatsoever. Whilst
this is not the case for everyone, it is a risk that some
sellers would rather not take, especially due to the number
of houses that have reached sale prices much higher than
the asking price, due to the level of demand.
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